PRIVACY STATEMENT VITALITEIT360
1.
PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA
VITALITEIT360 can process personal data about you, because you use the services of
VITALITEIT360, and/or because you provide personal data to VITALITEIT360 when filling out a
contact form on the website.
VITALITEIT360 can process the following personal data:
- Your first and last name
- Your address details
- Your phone number
- Your IBAN number
- Your email address
2.
PURPOSE OF DATA COLLECTION
VITALITEIT360 processes your personal data to be able to contact you.
In addition, VITALITEIT360 may use your personal data in the context of performing an agreement
concluded with you, usually consisting of services.
3.
RETENTION OF DATA
VITALITEIT360 does not retain your personal data longer than is strictly necessary to achieve the
goals for which your data is collected. Your data will not be retained for more than a year if no
agreement is concluded with you.
4.
SHARING WITH OTHERS
VITALITEIT360 only provides your personal data to third parties if this is necessary for the
execution of an agreement with you, or to comply with legal obligations.
5.
VIEWING VIDEOS
The website of VITALITEIT360 uses the embedded function of YouTube for displaying videos
that are offered by 'YouTube'. The provider uses YouTube cookies when the embedded YouTube
videos are played. The additional conditions for the protection of personal data (retaining of
personal data) of the provider applies once the video is displayed. VITALITEIT360 has no
influence on this. If you do not want this, do not click on the videos.
More information about YouTube data protection can be found in the provider's privacy policy at
https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=en
6.
SOCIAL MEDIA BUTTONS
On the website of VITALITEIT360 you may find buttons to websites of social media such as
Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and YouTube. The buttons work through pieces of code
originating from these social media networks. These codes uses cookies. VITALITEIT360 has no
influence on this. If you do not want this, do not click on the social media buttons.
More information about data protection and data retaining of social media can be found in the
privacy policy of the relevant provider.
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7.
OTHER WEBSITES
VITALITEIT360 advises that clicking on links may result in you browsing to other websites. Other
data protection standards may apply on these websites. You may consult the information about
their privacy policy on these websites. VITALITEIT360 has no influence on this.
8.
REVIEW, CORRECTION AND DELETION OF DATA
You have the right to review, correct or delete your personal data. You can send a request for
review, correction or deletion to info@vitaliteit360.nl. VITALITEIT360 will respond to your request
as soon as possible, at the latest within four weeks. VITALITEIT360 is entitled to charge
administration costs.
9.
SECURITY
VITALITEIT360 takes the security of your data seriously. VITALITEIT360 takes appropriate actions
to prevent abuse, loss, unauthorized access, unwanted disclosure and unauthorized modification.
The VITALITEIT360 website uses a reliable SSL Certificate to ensure that your personal data are
safe and protected.
10.
CONTACT
If you are under the impression that your data are not secure and safe or that there are
indications of abuse, or if you would like to receive more information about the security of
personal data collected by VITALITEIT360, please email to info@vitaliteit360.nl.
www.vitaliteit360.nl is a VITALITEIT360 website.
VITALITEIT360 can be reached as follows:
VITALITEIT360
Vlinderweg 310
1432 MX Aalsmeer
The Netherlands
Chamber of Commerce in Amsterdam 34262987
Phone number: +31(0)6 290 79 552
Email: info@vitaliteit360.nl

Aalsmeer, January 2020
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